
** Note: This list provides suggestions only and is not exclusive or all-encompassing. There are many good research-based interventions that do not appear here, and 
this list will be updated as interventions are added. 
 

MATH Intervention Brief Description Source & Full Instructions 

Number 
Concepts/Sense 

Counting Board Game 

The student plays a number-based board game to        
build skills related to 'number sense', including       
number identification, counting, estimation skills,     
and ability to visualize and access specific number        
values using an internal number-line (Siegler, 2009). 

http://www.interventioncentral.org/academic-int
erventions/math/number-sense-promoting-basic-

numeracy-skills-through-counting-board-ga-0 
 
 

 

Magic Number 

“Because of the English number naming system, the        
numbers 11–19 are particularly difficult for young       
children. We do not say “ten one, ten two” but rather           
“eleven and twelve”; and rather than “ten three” we         
say, “thirteen.” This makes learning these number       
names a challenge. In order to give children plenty of          
practice with these numbers, each session began       
with a new magic number, starting with 11. To        
emphasize the structure of the base-10 numeration       
system, the instructor constructed the magic      
number using the ‘10’ decade card and single digit         
overlays (Fuson, Grandau, & Sugiyama, 2001). For       
example, when the magic number was 11, the        
instructor placed the 1 card over the 0 in 10 and           
said, “See, 11 is 10 and 1 more. Eventually, the          
children picked out the digit card to put over the          
zero to make the new magic number. Then, the         
children counted in unison up to that number. When         
the number ‘20’ was reached, attention was drawn        
to the tens place and 20 was shown to be two tens.            
Numbers after 20 were presented in the same        
manner as the ‘teens’, using the ‘20’ decade card.         
When 30 was reached, the children were taught the         
remaining decades up to 90 and were directed to         
“build” various two digit numbers using the decade        
and single digit cards. Because of the difficult        
naming structure of the numbers 11–19, these       
numbers were reviewed daily.” 

http://www.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/pmc/articles/PMC3
566272/ 
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Peer Tutoring 

In peer tutoring, two students work together on an         
instructional activity. The pairs of students can be of         
the same or different ability levels. Two       
peer-tutoring approaches (i.e., Peer Assisted     
Learning Strategies [PALS] Math, ClassWide Peer      
Tutoring for Mathematics) have been shown      
through research to be highly effective for teaching        
mathematics. These strategies have several features      
in common:  

1. Reciprocal peer tutoring (i.e., during the      
session, each student in the pair serves as        
coach and as a tutee).  

2. Frequent verbal interaction and feedback     
between the coach and tutee 

3. Use of positive reinforcement 
4. A competitive game format 
5. Teacher monitoring and feedback 

http://iris.peabody.vanderbilt.edu/module/math/
cresource/q3/p07/ 

 

 

Incremental 
Rehearsal 

Incremental rehearsal is a useful strategy to help the         
student to acquire arithmetic facts. Sessions last       
10-15 minutes. In preparation for this intervention,       
the teacher prepares a set of arithmetic-fact       
flashcards displaying equations but no answers. The       
teacher reviews all of the flashcards with the        
student. Flashcards that the student correctly      
answers within 2 seconds are sorted into a 'KNOWN'         
pile, while flashcards for which the student gives an         
incorrect answer or hesitates for longer than 2        
seconds are sorted into the 'UNKNOWN' pile. During        
the intervention: (1) the teacher selects a card from         
the UNKNOWN pile (Card UK1), presents it to the         
student, reads off the arithmetic problem, and       
provides the answer (e.g., '4 x 8=32'). The student is          
then prompted to read the problem and give the         
correct answer (2) Next, the teacher selects a card         
from the KNOWN pile (Card K1) and adds it to the           
previously practiced card (UK1). In succession, the       
teacher shows the student the unknown (UK1) and        
the known (K1) card. The student has 2 seconds to          
provide an answer for each card. Whenever the        

https://www.interventioncentral.org/academic-in
terventions/math-facts/math-computation-promo

te-mastery-math-facts-through-incremental-re 
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student responds incorrectly or hesitates for longer       
than 2 seconds, the teacher corrects student       
responses as needed and has the student state the         
correct response. (3) The teacher then selects a        
second card from the KNOWN pile (card K2) and         
adds it to the student stack--reviewing cards UK1,        
K1, and K2. (4) This incremental review process        
repeats until the student's flashcard stack comprises       
10 cards: 1 unknown and 9 known. (5) At this point,           
the original unknown card (UK1) is now considered        
to be a 'known' card and is retained in the student's           
review-card stack. To make room for it, the last         
known card (K9) is removed, leaving 9 known cards         
in that student's stack. (6) The teacher then draws a          
new card from the UNKNOWN pile (card UK2) and         
repeats the incremental review process described      
above, each time adding known cards from the        
9-card student stack in incremental fashion. 

 

Flashcards with 
Constant Time Delay 

Flashcard review with constant time delay is a        
motivating academic intervention. It helps students      
to memorize foundation academic content such as       
letter and number names, sight words, spelling       
words, and vocabulary definitions—while largely     
eliminating errors (Hua et al., 2013; Schuster,       
Stevens, & Doak, 1990; Stevens & Schuster, 1988). 

http://www.interventioncentral.org/instruction_c
onstant_time_delay 

 

 

Manipulatives/Pictori
al 

(Concrete- 
Representational-Abst

ract) 

With CRA, students work with hands-on materials       
that represent mathematics problems (concrete),     
pictorial representations of mathematics problems     
(representational), and mathematics problems with     
numbers and symbols (abstract) 

http://ebi.missouri.edu/wp-content/uploads/20
14/01/EBI-Network-Manual-S.pdf 
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Basic Math 
Facts/Computation Strategic Number 

Counting 

The student is taught explicit number counting       
strategies for basic addition and subtraction. Those       
skills are then practiced with a tutor (adapted from         
Fuchs et al., 2009). 

http://www.interventioncentral.org/academic-in
terventions/math/number-operations-strategic-

number-counting-instruction 

 
Incremental Rehearsal 

Incremental rehearsal is a useful strategy to help the         
student to acquire arithmetic facts. Sessions last       

https://www.interventioncentral.org/academic-i
nterventions/math-facts/math-computation-pro
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10-15 minutes. In preparation for this intervention,       
the teacher prepares a set of arithmetic-fact       
flashcards displaying equations but no answers. The       
teacher reviews all of the flashcards with the        
student. Flashcards that the student correctly      
answers within 2 seconds are sorted into a 'KNOWN'         
pile, while flashcards for which the student gives an         
incorrect answer or hesitates for longer than 2        
seconds are sorted into the 'UNKNOWN' pile. During        
the intervention: (1) the teacher selects a card from         
the UNKNOWN pile (Card UK1), presents it to the         
student, reads off the arithmetic problem, and       
provides the answer (e.g., '4 x 8=32'). The student is          
then prompted to read the problem and give the         
correct answer (2) Next, the teacher selects a card         
from the KNOWN pile (Card K1) and adds it to the           
previously practiced card (UK1). In succession, the       
teacher shows the student the unknown (UK1) and        
the known (K1) card. The student has 2 seconds to          
provide an answer for each card. Whenever the        
student responds incorrectly or hesitates for longer       
than 2 seconds, the teacher corrects student       
responses as needed and has the student state the         
correct response. (3) The teacher then selects a        
second card from the KNOWN pile (card K2) and         
adds it to the student stack--reviewing cards UK1,        
K1, and K2. (4) This incremental review process        
repeats until the student's flashcard stack comprises       
10 cards: 1 unknown and 9 known. (5) At this point,           
the original unknown card (UK1) is now considered        
to be a 'known' card and is retained in the student's           
review-card stack. To make room for it, the last         
known card (K9) is removed, leaving 9 known cards         
in that student's stack. (6) The teacher then draws a          
new card from the UNKNOWN pile (card UK2) and         
repeats the incremental review process described      
above, each time adding known cards from the        
9-card student stack in incremental fashion. 

mote-mastery-math-facts-through-incremental-r
e 



 

Touch Math 

TouchMath is a multisensory math program that       
makes critical math concepts appealing and      
accessible for students who struggle to understand       
grade-level content. TouchMath is committed to      
maximizing student potential through its worldwide      
delivery of hands-on math programs, cultivating      
success with individuals of all abilities and learning        
styles. 

https://www.touchmath.com/ 

 

Cover-Copy-Compare 

The student is given a sheet containing math facts to          
practice. The student studies each math fact with        
answer that appears on the sheet, covers that fact         
briefly and copies it from memory, then compares        
the student-copied math fact and answer to the        
original correct model. 

http://www.interventioncentral.org/academic-in
terventions/math-facts/how-master-math-facts-c

over-copy-compare 

 

Count-Up 

The student is given a number line and is taught to           
complete basic addition, subtraction, and     
multiplication operations. For addition, the student      
starts with the larger addend and counts up by the          
amount of the smaller addend. For subtraction, the        
student starts at the minus number and counts up to          
the starting number. For multiplication, the student       
chooses one of the terms in the problem that he will           
count by. He then takes the remaining term from the          
multiplication problem (count times number) and      
makes a corresponding number of tally marks to        
match it. The student then starts counting while        
touch each of the tally marks.  

http://www.interventioncentral.org/tools/acade
mic-intervention-planner-struggling-students 

 
 

 

Customized Math 
Self-Correction 

Checklists 

The teacher analyzes a particular student's pattern       
of errors commonly made when solving a math        
algorithm (on either computation or word      
problems) and develops a brief error self-correction       
checklist unique to that student. The student then        
uses this checklist to self-monitor—and when      
necessary correct—his or her performance on math       
worksheets before turning them in. 

http://www.interventioncentral.org/academic-in
terventions/math/self-monitoring-customized-m

ath-self-correction-checklists 
 

 

Peer Tutoring in Math 
Computation with 

Constant Time Delay 

This intervention employs students as reciprocal      
peer tutors to target acquisition of basic math facts         
(math computation) using constant time delay      

http://www.jimwrightonline.com/mixed_files/A
WSA/wright_AWSA_Keynote_Math_Intvs_Elem_9_

Feb_2012.pdf 
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(Menesses & Gresham, 2009; Telecsan, Slaton, &       
Stevens, 1999). Each tutoring ‘session’ is brief and        
includes its own progress-monitoring    
component--making this a convenient and     
time-efficient math intervention for busy     
classrooms. 

 

 

Student Highlighting 

Students who are inattentive or impulsive can       
improve their accuracy and fluency on math       
computation problems through student-performed    
highlighting. The student is given highlighters of       
several colors and a math computation sheet. Before        
completing the worksheet, the student is directed to        
color-code the problems on the sheet in a manner of          
his or her choosing (e.g., by level of difficulty, by          
math operation). The student then completes the       
highlighted worksheet. 

http://www.interventioncentral.org/blog/instru
ction/how-focus-students-adhd-through-anteced

ent-teaching-strategies-cuing 
 
 

 

Flashcards with 
Constant Time Delay 

Flashcard review with constant time delay is a        
motivating academic intervention. It helps students      
to memorize foundation academic content such as       
letter and number names, sight words, spelling       
words, and vocabulary definitions—while largely     
eliminating errors (Hua et al., 2013; Schuster,       
Stevens, & Doak, 1990; Stevens & Schuster, 1988). 

http://www.interventioncentral.org/instruction_
constant_time_delay 

 

 

Manipulatives/Pictori
al 

(Concrete- 
Representational-Abst

ract) 

With CRA, students work with hands-on materials       
that represent mathematics problems (concrete),     
pictorial representations of mathematics problems     
(representational), and mathematics problems with     
numbers and symbols (abstract) 

http://ebi.missouri.edu/wp-content/uploads/20
14/01/EBI-Network-Manual-S.pdf 

 

 
 
 

 
 

 

 

Math Fluency 
Student 

Self-Monitoring 

The student monitors and records her or his work         
production on math computation worksheets on a       
daily basis—with a goal of improving overall fluency        
(Maag, Reid, R., & DiGangi, 1993). This intervention        

http://www.interventioncentral.org/academic-in
terventions/math-facts/math-computation-stude

nt-self-monitoring-productivity-increase-flu 
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can be used with a single student, a small group, or           
an entire class. 

 

Incremental Rehearsal 

Incremental rehearsal builds student fluency in basic       
math facts (‘arithmetic combinations’) by pairing      
unknown computation items with a steadily      
increasing collection of known items. This      
intervention makes use of repeated, or massed,       
practice to promote fluency and guarantees that the        
student will experience a high rate of success. 

http://www.interventioncentral.org/academic-in
terventions/math-facts/math-computation-prom
ote-mastery-math-facts-through-incremental-re 

 

 

Folding-In 

Train the student to take charge of their own         
intervention to acquire and develop fluency in math        
facts. Using flash cards, the student reviews math        
facts with immediate performance feedback,     
engages in repeated practice to correct errors, and        
records on a running log those math facts that have          
been mastered.  

http://www.interventioncentral.org/node/9651
68 

 

 

Performance Feedback 
& Goal Setting 

The student gets regular feedback about      
computation fluency and sets performance goals. In       
preparation for this intervention, the teacher      
decides on a fixed time limit for worksheet drills         
(e.g., 5 or 10 minutes) --with an equivalent        
worksheet to be prepared for each session. In each         
session, before the student begins the worksheet, (1)        
the teacher provides the student with feedback       
about the number of correct problems and errors on         
the most recent previous worksheet, and (2) the        
teacher and student agree on an improvement-goal       
for the current worksheet (e.g., to increase the        
number of correct problems by at least 2 and to          
reduce the errors by at least 1). Student        
performance on worksheets is charted at each       
session. 

http://www.interventioncentral.org/tools/acade
mic-intervention-planner-struggling-students 

 

 

Time Drills 

Explicit time-drills are a method to boost students’        
rate of responding on arithmetic-fact worksheets:      
(1) The teacher hands out the worksheet. Students        
are instructed that they will have 3 minutes to work          
on problems on the sheet. (2) The teacher starts the          
stop watch and tells the students to start work. (3)          

http://www.interventioncentral.org/tools/acade
mic-intervention-planner-struggling-students 
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At the end of the first minute in the 3-minute span,           
the teacher ‘calls time’, stops the stopwatch, and tells         
the students to underline the last number written        
and to put their pencils in the air. Then students are           
told to resume work and the teacher restarts the         
stopwatch. (4) This process is repeated at the end of          
minutes 2 and 3. (5) At the conclusion of the 3           
minutes, the teacher collects the student      
worksheets. 

 

Word Problems/ 
Reasoning 

QAR's for Math 
Graphics 

Teachers need an instructional strategy to      
encourage students to be more savvy interpreters of        
graphics in applied math problems. One idea is to         
have them apply a reading comprehension strategy,       
Question-Answer Relationships (QARs) as a tool for       
analyzing math graphics. The four QAR question       
types (Raphael, 1982, 1986) are as follows: 1. RIGHT         
THERE questions are fact-based and can be found in         
a single sentence, often accompanied by 'clue' words        
that also appear in the question. 2. THINK AND         
SEARCH questions can be answered by information       
in the text--but require the scanning of text and the          
making of connections between disparate pieces of       
factual information found in different sections of the        
reading. 3. AUTHOR AND YOU questions require that        
students take information or opinions that appear in        
the text and combine them with the reader's own         
experiences or opinions to formulate an answer. 4.        
ON MY OWN questions are based on the students'         
own experiences and do not require knowledge of        
the text to answer. 

http://www.interventioncentral.org/academic-int
erventions/math/math-problem-solving 

 

 

4-Step Planning 
Process 

The student can consistently perform better on applied        
math problems when following this efficient 4-step       
plan: (1) UNDERSTAND THE PROBLEM. To fully grasp        
the problem, the student may restate the problem in         
his or her own words, note key information, and         
identify missing information. (2) DEVISE A PLAN. In        
mapping out a strategy to solve the problem, the         

http://www.interventioncentral.org/tools/acade
mic-intervention-planner-struggling-students 
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student may make a table, draw a diagram, or translate          
the verbal problem into an equation. (3) CARRY OUT         
THE PLAN. The student implements the steps in the         
plan, showing work and checking work for each step.         
(4) LOOK BACK. The student checks the results. If the          
answer is written as an equation, the student puts the          
results in words and checks whether the answer        
addresses the question posed in the original word        
problem. 

 

Peer Tutoring 

In peer tutoring, two students work together on an         
instructional activity. The pairs of students can be of         
the same or different ability levels. Two       
peer-tutoring approaches (i.e., Peer Assisted     
Learning Strategies [PALS] Math, ClassWide Peer      
Tutoring for Mathematics) have been shown      
through research to be highly effective for teaching        
mathematics. These strategies have several features      
in common:  

1. Reciprocal peer tutoring (i.e., during the      
session, each student in the pair serves as        
coach and as a tutee).  

2. Frequent verbal interaction and feedback     
between the coach and tutee 

3. Use of positive reinforcement 
4. A competitive game format 
5. Teacher monitoring and feedback 

http://iris.peabody.vanderbilt.edu/module/math/
cresource/q3/p07/ 

 

Customized Math 
Self-Correction 

Checklists 

The teacher analyzes a particular student's pattern       
of errors commonly made when solving a math        
algorithm (on either computation or word      
problems) and develops a brief error self-correction       
checklist unique to that student. The student then        
uses this checklist to self-monitor—and when      
necessary correct—his or her performance on math       
worksheets before turning them in. 

http://www.interventioncentral.org/academic-int
erventions/math/self-monitoring-customized-mat

h-self-correction-checklists 
 

 

Combining Cognitive 
& Metacognitive 

Strategies 

The following strategies combine both cognitive and       
metacognitive elements (Montague, 1992; Montague     
& Dietz, 2009). First, the student is taught a 7-step          
process for attacking a math word problem       

http://www.interventioncentral.org/academic-int
erventions/math/math-problem-solving-combinin

g-cognitive-metacognitive-strategies 
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(cognitive strategy). Second, the instructor trains the       
student to use a three-part selfcoaching routine for        
each of the seven problem-solving steps      
(metacognitive strategy). 

 

Use Worked 
Examples 

Students acquiring math skills in the form of        
word-problems benefit from being given completed      
problems ('worked examples') to study. Teachers      
should observe 
these recommendations when formatting, teacher, 
and using worked examples as a student support: 
(1) FORMAT PROBLEM-SOLVING STEPS: the 
solution presented in the worked example should be        
broken down into discrete, labeled     
sub-steps/sub-goals corresponding to the    
appropriate process for solving the problem. (2)       
COMBINE TEXT AND GRAPHICS. If both text and        
visual elements appear in the worked example, they        
should be integrated into a single unitary display, if         
possible, rather than split into separate      
components--so as not to overwhelm the novice       
learner. (3) PAIR WORKED WITH UNWORKED      
EXAMPLES. Whenever the student is given a worked        
example to study, he or she should then immediately         
be presented with 1-2 similar examples to solve. 

http://www.interventioncentral.org/tools/acade
mic-intervention-planner-struggling-students 

 

 

Draw the Problem 

The student can clarify understanding of a word        
problem by making a drawing of it before solving. To          
teach this strategy: (1) The teacher gives the student         
a worksheet containing at least six word problems.        
(2) The teacher explains to the student that making a          
picture of a word problem can make that problem         
clearer and easier to solve. (3) The teacher and         
student independently create drawings of each of       
the problems on the worksheet. (4) Next, the student         
shows his or her drawings for each problem while         
explaining each drawing and how it relates to the         
word problem. (5) The teacher also participates,       
explaining his or her drawings to the student. (6)         
The student is then directed to 'draw the problem'         
whenever solving challenging word problems. 

http://www.interventioncentral.org/tools/acade
mic-intervention-planner-struggling-students 
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Highlight Key Terms 

Students who have difficulties with inattention or       
impulsivity can increase rates of on-task behavior       
and accuracy on math word problems through       
highlighting of key terms. The teacher prepares the        
worksheet by using a colored highlighter to highlight        
a combination of 8-11 key words and numbers for         
each math word problem. The student then       
completes the highlighted 
worksheet. 

http://www.interventioncentral.org/tools/acade
mic-intervention-planner-struggling-students 

 

 

7-Step Planning 
Process 

Students with a consistent strategy to take on math         
word problems work more efficiently and avoid       
needless errors. Presented here is an all-purpose       
7-step cognitive strategy useful for solving any math        
word problem: This strategy should be formatted as        
a checklist for independent student use: (1) READ        
THE 
PROBLEM. The student reads the problem carefully,       
noting and attempting to clear up any areas of         
uncertainly or confusion (e.g., unknown vocabulary      
terms). (2) PARAPHRASE THE PROBLEM. The      
student restates the problem in his or her own         
words. (3) DRAW THE PROBLEM. The student       
creates a drawing of the word problem, converting        
words to a visual representation of that problem. (4)         
CREATE A PLAN TO SOLVE. The student decides on         
the best way to solve the problem and develops a          
plan to do so. (5) PREDICT/ESTIMATE THE       
ANSWER. The student estimates or predicts what       
the answer to the problem will be. The student may          
compute a quick approximation of the answer, using        
rounding or other shortcuts. (6) COMPUTE THE       
ANSWER. The student follows the plan developed       
previously to solve the problem and arrive at the         
correct answer. (7) CHECK THE ANSWER. The       
student methodically checks the calculations for      
each step of the problem. The student also compares         
the actual answer to the estimated answer       
calculated in a previous step to ensure that there is          
general agreement between the two values. 

http://www.interventioncentral.org/tools/acade
mic-intervention-planner-struggling-students 
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